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Overview

F

inancial Inclusion strategies in India focus on
making a variety of financial services accessible
to all households. Even though the number of
bank accounts and access to final financial services is on a constant rise, a deeper penetration
of necessary financial services especially in the rural areas remains a challenge. Mobile and branchless banking agents, also referred to as Business Correspondents
(BCs), are seen as a successful tool to handle the last
mile delivery of financial services in the rural and remote areas. These BCs are appointed by banks and can
function directly or through a network of agents in the
field. While a significant progress has been made in the
last years in covering unbanked villages with BC based
banking touch points, replicable and financially sustainable business models are yet to evolve for the BCs
and especially the agents. Dormant agents and inactive accounts are still a common challenge across the
country.

lS
 HG members are integrated into the community

(through their own group and village level organizations) and are known and trusted by the other community members. They are also more likely to stay
within the community and will not migrate for other
job opportunities.
l S HG members have basic financial literacy and are

used to dealing with money (their own and group
members’ money). They also have experience working with banks and other financial institutions.
l S HG members are mostly women who are generally

known to be more responsible and trustworthy with
money. These women will also be able to tap the part
of the population which is mostly financial excluded,
but provide the highest potential: women.
l W ith one of the SHG members acting as a bank agent,

the transactions of the SHG including member contributions and repayments can be done directly into
the account. It will also make it easier to mobilize
the voluntary savings of the members and further the
objective of SHG 2.

Since the early 1990s, NABARD is supporting social
mobilization and financial empowerment of rural lowincome households through the Self Help Group Bank
Linkage Programme (SHG BLP). This programme is now
reaching out to more than 73 lakh SHGs and about 95
million households across the country. Through this
approach, the capacity of group members and member-based institutions to manage money and financial
services and to connect the community is developed.

l S ince Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) are key provider

of credit under the SHG Bank Linkage Programme
hence by ensuring delivery of credit and its repayment through Bank Sakhis, banks can not only keep
track of credit flow but also ensure migration of
transaction to the BC channel. This also ensures that
funds remain longer with the Bank post disbursement (in savings account of the group or its member)
due to door step services.

In 2012, the Rural Financial Institutions Programme,
a joint NABARD-GIZ programme, decided to connect
two dots: Improving the integration of bank agents
into the community by appointing SHG members as
agents. A few advantages were identified:
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The Pilot
Projects

T

he RFIP engaged in two pilot projects to test
the potential of SHG members functioning as
bank agents to offer banking services at the
doorstep of the villagers particularly to women
and poor households. The first pilot project was
rolled-out in May 2013, with the Gramin Bank of Aryavart
(GBA) in Unnao District of Uttar Pradesh (UP). With guidance from NABARD, a second pilot project was started in
Indore District of Madhya Pradesh (MP) in May 2014 with
Narmada Jhabua Gramin Bank (NJGB). The objective was to
test the uptake and challenges of this model in a different
part of the country with different partners, business model,
and technology.
In both projects, the banks have partnered with a local federation, corporate BC, and a technology service provider.
The SHG members of the federation are appointed as bank
agents and are known as “Bank Sakhis”. A Bank Sakhi is
someone who has been member of a SHG and has been
involved in conducting banking and book keeping activities of the group. Overall, the pilot projects are testing the
feasibility of integration of the SHG and BC ecosystem. This
is been done by way of appointing locally available women
SHG members as BC agents who will conduct group transactions leveraging low cost technology. This is expected to
increase business volumes and viability for the Sakhis, offer
convenient transactions to the members, and provide access to individual credit history of members for
the bank.
This is in addition to the services offered to all other villagers (non-SHG Members) as done conventionally under BC
model, by the Bank Sakhi.

Experienced Bank Sakhi demonstrating how to use a
Point of Sale (PoS) device to newly inducted Bank Sakhis
during a training programme
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SHG Members as
Bank Agents
in Uttar Pradesh (Unnao)

T

he Grameen Bank of Aryavart (GBA) in cooperation
with the GIZ-NABARD Rural Financial Institutions
Programme (RFIP) has identified a wellfunctioning SHG ecosystem that is being nurtured and promoted
by Rajiv Gandhi Mahila Vikas Pariyojana (RGMVP) for this
pilot project. Bank Sakhis are selected from the groups
promoted by RGMVP. The supervision and quality control
capabilities have been built at the Block Level Federation1 .

Sakhis by introducing them to the villagers as representative of their bank and support in creating awareness about
banking services.
Corporate Business Correspondent (BC) and Technology Service Provider (TSP): Bartronics is playing the dual role of
corporate BC and TSP. They are responsible for – a) providing the enrolment kit (laptop, webcam fingerprint machine,
stamp pad, account opening forms) and ongoing technical
support to the Bank Sakhis; and b) training the Bank Sakhis
on handling of technology kits and troubleshooting basic
technical problems. Self-Help Group Promoting Institution: Rajiv Gandhi Mahila Vikas Pariyojna (RGMVP) has promoted block level federations and village organizations in
the pilot area. RGMVP is responsible for – a) nurturing the

Project Stakeholders
and their Roles:
Bank: GBA is the Regional Rural Bank responsible to drive
the project by partnering with the local institutions which
appoint and manage BC agents. They support the Bank

Progress (As on 16th Feb 2015)
No. of Bank sakhis
appointed

50

No. of clients with bank account
opened through Bank Sakhis

No. of active Bank Sakhis
operational for more than 3 months

49

Total number of transactions
(deposits withdrawals)
cumulative

No. of villages reached by
Bank sakhis

174

Total value of transactions
(deposits+withdrawals)
cumulative

19,006

1,69,607

Rs. 2,29,76,274

Comparative table - Bank Sakhi project VS other CSPs of GBA
Parameters

Bank Sakhis as CSP

CSP other than Bank
Sakhis

Average number of customers enrolled per CSP/Sakhi (cumulative)

457

591

% of females in total enrolment

42

39

% of dormant accounts (as per GBA guidelines)

20.53

79.43

% of clients doing average of

33.5

4.28

% of clients doing zero transaction in last quarter

50.69

91.58

% of deposit amount out of total transaction amount
(cumulative till 15 Feb 2015)

46.67

37.28

% of deposit numbers out of of total transaction numbers
(cumulative till 15 Feb 2015)

61.06

56.78

2 or more transaction in last quarter

Source: GBA MIS (15 Feb 2015)

1 A registered society at the block level which has representatives from the village organisations (VOs).
SHGs at the village level are organised into VOs.
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Commission trend (June’14 to Jan’15)
No.

Month

1

Jul-14

2

No. of Bank
Sakhi

BC Commission Received
(Rs)

Avg BC Commission (Rs)

BF Commission Received
(Rs)

Avg BF Commission (Rs)

22

19,634

892

16,703

759

Aug-14

22

26,743

1,216

5,789

263

3

Sep-14

27

41,103

1,522

8,885

329

4

Oct-14

38

41,390

1,089

6,401

168

5

Nov-14

41

40,172

980

12,715

310

6

Dec-14

45

39,941

888

7,475

166

7

Jan-15

48

42,279

881

-

-

TOTAL

48

2,51,262

1,067

57,968

333

Avg Commission/ Month/
CSp

1,400

block federations and village organizations and build their
capacities to appoint and manage the Bank Sakhis; and b)
overseeing and monitor the activities of block federations
and village organizations.
Bank Sakhi: As official agents they have entered into a formal agreement with the Corporate BC to deliver financial
services on behalf of the bank. They are members of the
block level federation promoted by RGMVP. Each Sakhi
is allocated one Gram Panchayat covering 4 to 5 villages.
They are responsible for – a) delivering banking services
to the villages mapped to them in a prompt and efficient
manner; b) ensuring safe custody of cash and equipment
which are at their disposal; and c) creating awareness about
the banking services.

A villager authenticating his finger prints to withdraw cash from
his bank account through the Bank Sakhi.

Highlights of the performance under
Bank Sakhi pilot project:

lighting system, its benefits on behalf of bank. The bank
sakhis have generated more than50 leads on solar loans
for the banks and have helped the bank disburse 62 solar
home lighting system loans to the tune of INR 9 lacs in Unnao district. Select bank sakhis are trained by the bank on
SHLS who then act as solar entrepreneurs in their respective gram panchayats.
These bank sakhis also provide customer service support to
the clients on any technical issues pertaining to solar home
lighting systems.

1. Over 50% of the account holders are women (most of
them are availing banking services for the first time).
2. About 65% of SHG members were early customers of the
Bank Sakhis in their individual capacity by quickly opening their personal savings account through Bank Sakhi.
3. Approx. 65% of transactions are of deposits in nature (indicating high potential of micro savings).
4. Average percentage of dormant accounts in the Bank
Sakhi project is lower than the Bank’s average (through
BC channel).
5. Average no. of transactions per month per Bank Sakhi
in this project is higher than Bank’s average (through BC
channel).
6. Attrition of CSP (Bank Sakhi) in this project is much lower
than the Bank’s average attrition rate for CSPs.

Dual authentication for SHG repayments: With an objective
to route SHG based transactions; savings, internal lending,
repayments to bank sakhi POS platform, bank has initiated dual authentication software based technology. This
will ensure gradual automation of all day to day SHG level
transactions and at the same time act as a risk mitigation
mechanism on account of dual bio metric authentication
by at least two signatories of the concerned SHG. SHG
benefits as all transactions happen at their doorstep and
escape from the hassle of going to the bank branch.
This will also help in overall digitisation of the SHG transactions and better transparency and accountability.

New Initiatives
Innovative distribution channel for solar home lighting system: The bank sakhis who are SHG members have been
successfully able to create awareness on use of solar home
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SHG Members as
Bank Agents
in Madhya Pradesh (Indore)

T

he Narmada Jhabua Grameen Bank (NJGB) in cooperation with the GIZ-NABARD Rural Financial Institutions Programme (RFIP) is conducting this pilot in
partnership with Priya Sakhi Mahila Sangh (PSMS) which is
an SHG federation in Indore. The federation has selected
Bank Sakhis to operate as Bank agents from their groups
and are providing handholding and operational support to
the Sakhis since May 2014.

Corporate BC: Network for Information and Computer
Technology (NICT) is the corporate BC appointed by NJGB
and responsible to work closely with the technology service
provider and the federation in providing training and support to the Bank Sakhis. They also have to ensure regular
commission payouts to Bank Sakhis.
SHG Federation: PSMS is the local district level federation
which promotes SHGs in Indore district. It has established
a Financial Inclusion Committee (FIC) which is responsible
for identification, training and handholding of the Bank
Sakhis throughout the project.

Project Stakeholders
and their Roles:
Bank: Narmada Jhabua Gramin Bank (NJGB) is the Regional Rural Bank sponsored by Bank of India which has full
ownership of the project and monitors its progress closely.
NJGB support the Bank Sakhis to create awareness by introducing them as the bank’s representative to the communities, provide regular operational support, and address
their grievances.

Bank Sakhis: The bank agents act as Customer Service
Points (CSPs) and have a formal agreement with NICT
of offer banking services on behalf of NJGB in their own
and surrounding villages. They have undergone a series of
trainings related to banking and computer literacy. They
are responsible for – a) creating awareness about banking
products among other group members and community; b)
opening accounts, servicing deposits and withdrawals, and
delivering other services offered by banks; c) ensuring safe
keeping of cash and resolve any customer queries.

Technology service provider (TSP): Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is appointed by the bank to manage the backend technical processes and to provide access to the core
banking system of the bank. They also provide regular MIS
reports and relevant technical support through the corporate BC.

Progress (As on 16th Feb 2015)
No. of Bank sakhis appointed

20

No. of clients with bank account
opened through Bank Sakhis

5,040

No. of active Bank Sakhis operational for more than 3 months

19

Total number of transactions (deposits withdrawals) cumulative

4,212

No. of villages reached by Bank
sakhis

133

Total value of transactions
(deposits+withdrawals) cumulative

8

Rs. 24,59,848

Bank Sakhi educating a villager about the bank’s products and services.
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Case
Study

Unnao,
UP Pilot
Project
“Inculcating a habit of savings
through the model in clients’’
Suman Devi, from Goraiya village Unnao
Suman Devi (age 35), belongs to a BPL (below poverty line)
household and to a schedule caste family She has three
daughters and two sons. The eldest daughter is a high
school dropout whereas other children are studying. Her
husband works as a daily wage worker and she also works
in the agriculture field.

es are taken care off. But she never thought of opening her
individual bank account.
When Priyanka, the Bank Sakhi, approached her for opening the account, she initially was reluctant as she did not
have any money. But later she opened the account with Priyanka. No one else in her house has an individual account
with a Bank Sakhi. Her husband has an account with a bank
but that is just a formality as he does not save money. Every
six months he has to do minimum one transaction to keep
that account alive otherwise it will get closed. Suman Devi
feels that it is very difficult to save money in such a big
family. With a sad face, she shared that to go to the money
lender for money was insulting. It was difficult to get money. With a long breath Suman Devi shares, “This account
is very helpful and so is the Bank Sakhi. Suman Devi says,
“Pehley khata nahi tha to bachat nahi thi. Ab khata khul
gaya to bus ye lagta hai ki kaise bhi paisa bacha kar jama
kar de” (“Earlier when there was no account there was no
saving. Now since I have an account, I tend to anyhow save
some money.”)

In Suman Devi’s words “Survival of poor people is very difficult. We have faith in God. At times we don’t have sufficient food to eat.”
Suman Devi became a member of an SHG three years ago.
She started saving Rs.50 every month with the group. She
also started taking loan from the group. There has been a
big change for her after becoming a group member. She
is especially happy that she does not have to approach a
money lender anymore. There were times when there was
a huge network of money lenders in the village. They used
to charge between Rs. 5 to Rs.10 as an interest amount for
every Rs.100 lent. After becoming a group member, her
daily needs like school fees, illness, and household expens-
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Indore,
MP Pilot
Project
“Every woman
works according
to her capabilities’’
Shobha Baloniya of Bhavana
Nagar Palda, Indore
“Every woman works according to her capabilities’ said
enthused residents and SHG members of Palda village in
Indore about the dynamics of her SHGs. The community
has now identified Shobha Baloniya as capable of becoming a Bank Sakhi in their area. Shobha is adored and obeyed
by her group members. A tenth pass from Kasturbagram
village, Shobha is an active member of the community and
also one of the representatives of her SHG.
Shobha used to work at a photo album factory where she
had to work standing for eight hours. She used to make
5000-6000 albums for Rs.150 a day. Her husband works as
a painter. Her son, Mayur is in second year of B.Com and
assists his father in this work. For her daughter Priya, Shobhaji cherishes dreams of making her a nurse or a police officer, something that she wanted for herself but could not
pursue because of lack of opportunities and a short height.
Shobha has been a member of her group for the last 2 years
and 3 months. She has a fairly good understanding of what
her role as a Bank Sakhi is. She says she wants to educate
more women about banking and realizes that this work will
lead to her social upliftment. During the first 2.5 months as
a Bank Sakhi, Shobha has already enrolled 130 people from
her village of which 121 accounts are already active. She
has done 56 transactions worth Rs.18,000 till now. She has
to serve 5 more villages close to her home village.
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Project
Unique
Features
• Community driven: The federations with support of local
resources through their SHGs are driving the project. This
makes the project sustainable and provides access to the
wide member-base of the federations.
• Product mix: The pilots strive to offer an attractive product mix to the customers including basic savings account,
term deposits, loans, payment and e-governance services
as well as solar lighting systems (in UP). This is also likely
to improve the business case for Bank Sakhis.
• Customized training and leadership building: The pilots focus on building the capacity of the federations and
bank sakhis by developing and delivering effective training modules on hard and soft skills. Progressively senior
Bank Sakhis are being evolved as ‘Master Trainers’ to train
new Bank Sakhis to promote peer learning.
• Women empowerment and social impact: The projects
have been able to not only provide an additional income
source for the Bank Sakhis, but have also empowered
them by building their capacities to offer a wide range
of banking services to their community. The women who
were hesitant to step out of their houses alone are today
opening bank accounts, visiting the bank branches, conducting awareness camps, and playing an important role
to achieve the national goal of financial inclusion. In turn,
these Sakhis have been able to include the un-banked
segment of women by opening their bank accounts (51%
of bank account owners in the UP pilot are women).
• Adapting to technology: The Bank Sakhis who are SHG
members with basic literacy and education levels have
been able to adopt and comfortably perform the technology driven processes using point of sale devices and
laptops.
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Key
Learnings
•T
 he federation and the community (SHGs) are the most
fitting of all stakeholders to recommend suitable Bank
Sakhis and support them to create awareness and deliver financial services. The Bank Sakhis recommended by
them are seen as reliable and trustworthy bank agents.
•The business model configurations in terms of stakeholders and their role will vary from one project to another
depending on the institutions operating in the geography
and their capacities (financial and human).
•Pro-active, decisive, and robust institutional stakeholders
especially the bank has been of critical importance in the
smooth launch and progress of the projects.
•Regular and clear communication between all the stakeholders is critical to ensure issues are identified and resolved in time.
•T
 he banks need to offer a diverse range of products and
services through the Bank Sakhis to ensure their viability
and also improve value proposition for the customers.
•T
 he choice of technology will have significant impact on
not only the cost (in terms of capex and opex) but also on
the range of services that can be offered and the level of
training required.
•In additional to the monetary incentives, the social benefits of improved reputation, empowerment, and pride
due to association with a bank are highly valued by the
Bank Sakhis.

Training newly inducted Bank Sakhis and community
facilitators on how to maintain cash book.
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▲ Bank sakhis at TOT (training of trainers) workshop at
▲
Grameen Bank of Aryavart, Unnao

Uma Devi,
our first bank sakhi who is
currently also playing the role
of Master Trainer

▲
▲

▲
▲

iMaGES
FrOM FiEld

Bank sakhi on way to provide doorstep banking services to nearby villagers
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▲
▲
Bank Sakhi outside her kiosk in
the village.

▲
▲

▲
▲ Bank Sakhi Shobha Balonia
training other Sakhis on the
enrolment process in Indore,
Madhya Pradesh
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Bank Sakhi explaining women in the village about
life stages and the importance of using savings,
credit, insurance, and other financial services.
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